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• Laminate the Colorful Owls Job 
Assignment Mini Bulletin Board 
for durability.

• The Colorful Owls Job 
Assignment Mini Bulletin Board 
can be displayed on a bulletin 
board or at centers around the 
classroom.

• Use copies of the blank owl-in-
moon and owl patterns (page 
4) for fun curriculum activities. 

Putting It
TOGETHER
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  Colorful Owls
Job Assignment

A FUN WAY TO 
REINFORCE  

POSITIVE BEHAVIOR!

Owl-in-Moon 
 and Owl
PATTERNS
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Classroom Management

Job Responsibility  Display the Colorful Owls Job 

Assignment Mini Bulletin Board. Program the owl accents 

with students’ names. Write classroom job titles on the blank 

owl-in-moon pieces. Randomly assign classroom jobs and 

display each student’s owl next to an assigned job. When a 

student does not have a job, the owl can be placed to the 

side. 

Remember Wise Behavior  Use the Colorful Owls Job 

Assignment Mini Bulletin Board as a helpful reminder of 

positive behavior characteristics. Ask each student to write a 

word or phrase that is an example of good behavior on copies 

of the owl pattern (page 4). Some examples may include: good 

manners, friendliness, trustworthiness, helpfulness. Have each 

student write a sentence or draw a picture that illustrates the 

word or phrase written on her owl. Display the completed 

sentences and pictures around the Colorful Owls Job 

Assignment header.

Centers  Use the Colorful Owls Job Assignment Mini Bulletin 

Board for center assignments. Write the names of centers on 

the blank owl-in-moon pieces and display on a wall or bulletin 

board. Write students’ names on the owl accents or on copies 

of the owl pattern (page 4). Choose which students will go 

to each center. Place the owls around the appropriate centers. 

Reprogram names when it is time to reassign centers.

Wise Group Behavior  Arrange students’ desks in groups of 

four or five, and allow them to choose names for their groups. 

Write the names of each group on the owl-in-moon pieces or 

copies of the owl-in-moon pattern (page 4), and display them 

on a wall or bulletin board. When a group demonstrates 

good behavior, place an owl accent or a copy of the owl 

pattern (page 4) near its group name. When a group reaches 

a predetermined number of owls, reward those students with 

special treats such as  homework passes or owl stickers.

Language Arts

“Whoo’s” a Good Speller?  Encourage students to study 

spelling words using the Colorful Owls Job Assignment Mini 

Bulletin Board. Post spelling words on blank owl-in-moon 

pieces or on copies of the owl-in-moon pattern (page 4) on 

a wall or bulletin board. If students have trouble spelling 

certain words correctly, write spelling tips on owl accents 

or copies of the owl pattern (page 4), and post them near 

the appropriate spelling word. For example, if students have 

trouble spelling receive, write i before e except after c on an 

owl, and post it near the spelling word receive. 

Math

“Whoo” Knows the Answer?  Use the Colorful Owls Job 

Assignment Mini Bulletin Board to help students discover 

multiple ways to find an answer. Write a number on each 

owl-in-moon piece. Then, write addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, or division problems on the owl accents. 

Include several problems for each number written on the 

owl-in-moon pieces. Place the owl-in-moon pieces and the owl 

accents at a math center and encourage students to match the 

problems to the answers on the owls. 

Social Studies 

Community Jobs  As a class, compile a list of community 

workers such as teachers or police officers. Write the names 

of the community workers on the owl-in-moon pieces or 

copies of the owl-in-moon pattern (page 4), and display 

them on a wall or bulletin board. Supply students with an 

owl accent or a copy of the owl pattern (page 4). Encourage 

students to think of tasks associated with each profession. 

Have them write tasks on the owls. For example, Police officers 

patrol the streets. Display the owls around the appropriate 

professions.
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